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Tax agency system plays an important role in maintaining taxpayers’ rights and 
advancing efficiency of taxing. Many developed countries and regions have 
constituted a perfect tax agency system. China has executed tax agency system for 
more than 20 years. Although produces some performance, due to the influence of the 
traditional legal concept, ignores the protection of taxpayers’ rights, the positioning of 
tax agents’legal position is not accurate, Limits tax agency's further developingt.   
This paper contains three parts: Part I introduces the issue of tax 
agents’legal position, this paper expounds tax agency’nature,value, and bases 
on this, analyzes tax agents’legal position; Part II takes Germany, the United 
States, Japan, the Chinese Taiwan area as examples to introduce the foreign 
countries and regions’ legislation practices of tax agents’legal position, and 
they are summarized to put forward reference for China; Part III points out the 
deficiencies of China’s legislation on the basis of analysis and reflections in the 
previous sections, and then learns from useful experience of other countries and 
regions and puts forward the measures of perfecting it. 
This paper embodies innovation in three aspects: First, this paper pushs aside the 
surface factors of the developing obstacle of tax agency system, researches the actual 
qualitative problem, namely the problem of tax agents’legal position systematically. 
Second, this paper faces up to the present situation that certified tax agents, certified 
public accountants, tax lawyers, the three kinds of tax agency personnel are 
independent, and bases on this, puts forward the way to solve this problem, which 
makes this paper more pragmatic. 
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